Motivation: Genomic and proteomic approaches have accumulated a huge amount of data which
INTRODUCTION
Although genomic and proteomic approaches have accumulated a huge amount of data which provide clues to protein function, annotating uncharacterized proteins is still one of the most challenging problems of the post-genomic era. All omic approaches have intrinsic shortcomings, such as false positives and negatives; furthermore, data emerging from any single omic approach can provide only crude indications of protein function. Methods for integrating data from various genomic and proteomic approaches are needed to build more robust biological hypotheses (Vidal, 2001 ). For example, by focusing on the intersection of protein-protein interaction datasets generated by different kinds of technologies, the error rates in these data were reduced (von Mering et al., 2002) . It has also been reported that comparing transcriptome profiling and protein-protein interaction data reveals a correlation between the two sets of data (Ge et al., 2003) . To predict uncharacterized protein functions, we introduce a strategy that integrates protein-protein interaction data and domain information.
Protein-protein interaction data, which are usually generated by two-hybrid or pull-down assays, are indicative of protein complexes and/or signal transduction pathways, and have been developed for several model organisms (Uetz et al., 2000; Walhout and Vidal, 2001; Giot et al., 2003; Li et al., 2004) . Although protein-protein interaction data are not available in other species, interaction mapping projects are likely to be extended to other organisms in the near future. The availability of these high-throughput data enables us to study protein-protein interactions not only between individual proteins or small complexes, but also throughout the entire protein-protein interaction network, and computational approaches have been developed to interpret the resulting large-scale protein-protein interaction maps. These include the k-core method for identifying subsets of interconnected proteins, in which each protein has at least k interactions (Bader and Hogue, 2002) , and a method for the assignment of protein functions based on global connectivity patterns of a protein network (Vazquez et al., 2003) .
These methods are based on the idea that a protein-protein interaction reflects common function.
However, the true positive prediction rate for protein functions in these studies is limited: error rates are estimated as greater than 50% (Deane et al., 2002) . As an alternative approach, Samanta et al. (2003) focused on proteins having common interaction partners. The underlying idea of this approach is that if two proteins share common interaction partners, they should have close functional associations.
Domains are defined as structurally compact, independently folding parts of protein molecules, and are viewed as evolutionally conserved structural units (Ponting and Russell, 2002) . Therefore, the function of a protein can often be regarded as the interactions involving its domains. For example, rod phosphodiesterase 6 should function in SH3-mediated cellular pathways because its proline-rich domain interacts with SH3-containing proteins (Morin et al., 2003) . In such cases, a part of each protein may be conserved as a domain determining interaction partners. Thus, protein-protein interactions and domains should be closely related to each other (Sprinzak and Margalit, 2001; Ng et al., 2003) . Based on this idea, in the case that two proteins have common interaction partners, Lappe et al. (2001) proposed the method for assignment of SCOP folds. By developing an integrative strategy that focuses on proteins having common interaction partners and on domain information, we show here that functionally associated proteins can be extracted with higher confidence. After testing our method, we assigned functions to previously uncharacterized proteins encoded by genes in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. were detected among 4,326 proteins which were used in protein-protein interaction data, and the average length of these domains was 158 amino acids.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.3
Integrating lists. After detecting domains for all proteins, we also made a domain matrix, in which a row represents a domain and a column represents a protein. We used the domain matrix to identify common domain (CD) pairs of proteins which have at least one common domain.
Finally, we extracted pairs of proteins which have common interaction partners and common domains, focusing on the intersection of the resulting CIP pairs and CD pairs. Figure 1 summarizes the procedures used to construct this integrated list.
Protein function classification.
A functional classification table for yeast proteins (Mewes et al., 2002) was obtained from the MIPS ftp site (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/yeast/catalogues/funcat/). The table includes 14 subcellular classes; these classes were eliminated before further analysis. The evidence file in MIPS ftp site provided us the fact that the functional categorization of proteins was based on their domains and on high-throughput yeast two hybrid systems in some cases. For avoiding biased estimation, these functional categorizations were excluded before further analysis. The 2,884 proteins used in protein-protein interaction data were assigned to 89 characterized classes, and the remaining 1,442 proteins to uncharacterized classes using MIPS functional classification scheme.
RESULTS
Method evaluation
Four types of protein pairs were generated for the evaluation of our method: 'single linkage' pairs of proteins which interact with each other (Fig. 2-a) , 'domain linkage' pairs of proteins which lack common interaction partners but have common domainsዊዊFig. 2-b), 'interaction partner linkage' pairs of proteins which lack common domains but have common interaction partnersዊዊFig. 2-c), and 'interaction partner and domain linkage' pairs of proteins which have common interaction partners and common domainsዊዊFig. 2-d). For comparison, we also generate 'total combination linkage' pairs of proteins which were used in protein-protein interaction data.
If one or both proteins in a pair belonged to an uncharacterized class, the pair was excluded from the evaluation. The number of residual pairs, called characterized protein pairs, was represented by N. The individual proteins in the nth pair of this group (1 n N) were labeled i n and j n . The set of functions of i n assigned in the MIPS functional scheme was represented by I n , and that of j n by J n . We defined r, the rate of function correspondence between paired proteins, as follows: In contrast, the function correspondence rate for 'interaction partner and domain linkage' pairs, based on common interaction partners and common domains, was 77%, much higher than for any of the three 'stand-alone' pair analyses. The reliability of predicting uncharacterized protein functions therefore was improved greatly by integrating protein-protein interaction data and domain information. Table 2 . For example, the previously uncharacterized protein YHR105w can be predicted to function in vacuolar transport, because protein YGL212w, with which YHR105w pairs, is known to be involved in vacuolar transport. The fact that they both possess the PF00787 domain, which occurs in variety of eukaryotic proteins and binds to phosphoinositides, further supports this prediction.
3.2.2
Clusters of uncharacterized proteins. As shown in Fig. 3 , we identified 19 uncharacterized proteins in eight clusters which represent potentially new functions.
In Fig. 3-a, (Fig. 3-c) . In Fig. 3-d , proteins YGR031w and YGR110w had domain PF00561 which is annotated as 'alpha/beta hydrolase fold' and has catalytic function in a very wide range of hydrolytic enzymes (Pfam database). In Fig. 3 -e, proteins YBL056w, YBR125c and YER089c had domain PF00481 which is annotated as 'protein phosphatase 2C' and is found in protein serine/threonine phosphatases (Pfam database).
On the other hand, proteins YML013w and YMR067c had domain PF00789 (Fig. 3-f ), annotated as a 'UBX domain' but whose function is unknown (Pfam database). Other functionally unknown domains are 'conserved hypothetical ATP-binding protein' (PF03029; Fig. 3-g), shared between YLR243w and YOR262w, 'TGS domain' (PF02824; Fig. 3-h ) and 'GTP1/OBG family' (PF01018; Fig. 3-h ), shared between YAL036c and YGR173w.
DISCUSSION
Detecting a physical interaction between proteins is considered as one of the most powerful approaches for inferring uncharacterized protein functions. However, the term 'physical interaction' encompasses various types of association including ligand-receptor interaction, pathway scaffolding, and molecular machines (Walhout and Vidal, 2001) . It is also recognized that such datasets tend to contain errors concerning false positives and negatives. Therefore, it is important to use suitable algorithms for extracting target interactions. Focusing on pairs of proteins that have common interaction partners is a strategy for extracting functionally associated proteins from protein-protein interaction networks. However, this could not extract functional associations with high function correspondence rate (19.7%; Table 1 ). To compare 'interaction partner linkage' pairs and 'interaction partner and domain linkage' pairs in detail, we calculated the function correspondence rates of pairs for each number of common interaction partners, as shown in Fig.4 . This reveals that as the number of common interaction partners decreases, the function correspondence rate also decreases. It seems that pairs having fewer common interaction partners occur more frequently among false positives (Samanta and Liang, 2003) . By focusing on common interaction partners as well as common domains, the correspondence rate in pairs having fewer common partners was improved. Thus, our method can extract functionally associated protein pairs with the relatively high rate, even when the number of common interaction partners is low.
For predicting SCOP folds, Lappe et al. proposed the method which is based on the idea that pairs having common interaction partners would be assigned the same SCOP fold (2001).
However, according to our result, a few of pairs which have common interaction partners had common domains (approximately 1%). This means protein pairs which have common interaction partners do not necessarily have common domains. Taking into account this result may contribute to the upgrading of the performance of fold assignment.
We also used domain information to make protein pairs. However, the function correspondence rate for 'domain linkage' pairs was almost as low as for the other two types of pairs (47%; see Table 1 ). Domain information should thus be interpreted with caution. In particular, attention must be paid to domains which are widely conserved even in different function classes.
Integrating domain information with protein-protein interaction data improved the function correspondence rate. Namely, filtering out pairs sharing these domains between proteins in different function classes by taking into account their common interaction partners should contribute to the improvement of the function correspondence rate.
Our method extracted 1,042 protein pairs which have common interaction partners and common domains. A large proportion of these protein pairs do not have strong sequence similarities in each pair, as shown in Fig. 5 . Especially, only about 17.3% of uncharacterized proteins in these extracted pairs have strong similarities with its paired characterized proteins (e-value <e-10). Our strategy should therefore contribute to effective gene characterization for sequenced genomes as a second step in gene annotation, augmenting initial assignments made by sequence-based approaches.
To verify the effect of false positives and negatives, we added or deleted edges randomly without changing the power-law nature of the network. Fig. 6 indicates that the deletion of random edges affected more adversely the performance of our method than the addition of random edges. This is because most of added edges can be ignored as non-common interaction partners. In addition, 'interaction partner and domain linkage' pairs were relatively not affected by addition or deletion of random edges, comparing to 'interaction partner linkage' pairs, as also shown in Fig. 6 . This indicates that pairs which have common domains are not strongly affected by randomly added or deleted edges, because a domain can be seen decide its interacting partners.
We found that our method, which integrates protein-protein interaction data with domain information, is a confident approach to protein function prediction because of high true positive prediction rate and robustness for randomly added or deleted edges, and has a high potential to overcome the limitations of relying on individual omic datasets. In the present study we have used yeast to test our methods, but they can of course be applied to protein-protein interaction data for any species. have common interaction partners and common domains, for each interval of E-value. The similarity between proteins in each pair referred to the top-score of E-value in the pairwise alignment by bl2seq program (Tatusova et al., 1999) . 
